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Commented [ep1]: Points of Guidance from Olu:
) Seeds sourcing and distribution. Any plan for
collaboration and or affiliation?
2) At what point do you begin to issue ECoV? How do
you plan to achieve this?
3) Fundraising? Maybe you can make it more
elaborate. Target participants and motivation for doing
so.

1. The EweGrow Constellation’s Priorities
2. Symbols and Sounds
3. EweGrow Constellation Components
4. The Legal Approach and Elements
5. Funding Strategies; MoE’s, ECoVs, and FUNs
6. Financials, Investment and Returns
7. Employee Ownership
8. Governance
9. Justice and Conflict Resolution
10. Marketing
11. Ongoing Strategies, Growth and
International inclusion
12. Initial Steps
13. Projected 1,3,5 and 10 year outcomes

4) Any plan for food storage? Who stores the products?
Who is responsible for perishable and unsold goods?
These are the things that I feel we should be clear
about at the moment.

Commented [ep2]: The answer to this question: Fundraising? Maybe you can make it more elaborate.
Target participants and motivation for doing so.-will be
here, in a chapter of its own:

Commented [ep3]:
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The EweGrow Constellation’s Priority
The EweGrow Enterprise Constellation’s sole priority is to reintroduce the American people to
their own power to improve their economy, health and lives. We focus on the food supply to
start, and all things expand from there. Increasing the Organic food supply, increasing
knowledge of Natures generosity, healing, and increasing financial empowerment. Reuniting
Americans under common desires for mutually beneficial goals. Introducing Americans to a
formula of self-governance, self-finance, self-repair of society, environment and health.

Our food supply nationally degrades health, not only of the people, but also the planet and its
other residents, like bees, and birds. It is controlled by too few, and managed so poorly.
EweGrow in its constellation of organizations leads Americans to a new true organic food
supply network.

EweGrow builds our national organic food suppliers and recipients in a multiple method
manner. Simultaneously, we approach this effort from a few vantage points.

1. EweGrow extends into social media through selected influencers to make growing fun, to
initiate a trend, to sustain the social aspects of growing some portion of one’s own food.
1.1. This is an important effort because currently the majority are so disconnected from
their own ability to provide a portion of their own food, this disconnection reflects in a
deep experience of powerlessness. This powerless experience is generated by the lack
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of so many self-help and DYI basic skills, EweGrow will expand itself to empower many
more skill sets. For maximum initial benefit, EweGrow will promote a national organic
food supply as built by the people of the nation.
1.2. The effort of motivating people to grow on their decks, their tabletops, their sunny
interior walls foods such as herbs, tomatoes, sprouts and microgreens begins to
introduce Americans to the reality of generosity of Nature through her seed.
1.3. The national seed supply has been severely impacted by Monsanto and GMO’s,
EweGrow will provide Americans a mission to restock our national seed supply with
heirloom organic seed that is not sterile, that replicates in abundant generosity.
1.4. The EweGrow Website, a national networking, learning and sales platform delivers the
impressions of Nature’s generosity regularly, and so begins to end the national scarcity
mindset created and needed by those who have been extracting wealth and wellbeing
from the American people.
1.5. EweGrow sets a standard bar of true organic, humane and integrated permaculture
biodiverse growing and farming practices with that standard understood and upheld
proudly by the Americans that participate.
1.6. The massive educative for Americans disassociated from the food production supply
effort is integrated with sales marketing, teachings and social media posts and
testimonials. It will be seamlessly offered as mutual support, educative material and
classes which themselves may be part of a purchase of home growing materials and
promotion of outcomes worthy of pride. In this manner Americans of EweGrow will be
introduced to the health and healing of proper true organic food supply, and the
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variations of diet that provide healing outcomes. They will become knowledgeable
regarding the poor health outcomes of existing national food stuffs, and additionally be
introduced to the massive healing power Nature provides, and methods of using or
accessing healing extracts, combinations, and the like.
1.7. They will learn how the businessmen of medicine have ignored and driven out and
aside the curative power provided by Nature, how the business of medicine has
profited by sickness and promoted it. Americans can clearly see the decline of good
health, EweGrow will provide them with context, answers and connections.
2. EweGrow approaches the expantion of the organic food supply by raising money that is
directed to pay existing farmers to plant crops and to allow them to repay a no interest loan
in EweGrow certificates of value (ECoV).
2.1. These certificates are conveyed to investing Americans, and used for local purchases of
raw fresh organic food, or purchases of foods that are prepared for storage, available
for shipping through the website.
2.2. Men and Women investing in this manner who purchase organic products online will
be paying the shipping fees with USD for the time being.
2.3. The ECoV will be a manner of asset backed storage of wealth.
3. The EweGrow website is for national use, and it will have the capacity to serve local
regional needs with a click. Therein it will offer a networking service that will connect
local green thumbs to new gardeners.
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3.1. People with lawns, and with decks, balconies, interior sunny windows, walls, shelf
space or counterspace, in dedicated grow rooms, using towers, flats, pots, raised beds
or pockets, or even repurposed DYI container systems, are invited to hire local help.
3.2. This local help provide the expertise to grow, it can be offered as direct implantation
and care of gardens or exterior plants in service packages, or it can be offered as a
purchase of a pot, seed or seedling, a flat or sprout system delivered to the home and
then access to a local green thumb via a zoom group or meet up group that is localized
to promote connection.
3.3. Thus, along the agency model, EweGrow will provide spot employment for local green
thumbs and increase local efforts of expanding the true organic food supply.
3.4. EweGrow partners with existing local businesses, farms and garden centers, and
suppliers on a reasonable and modest commission basis to uphold the small businesses
already providing organic growing products.
3.5. Where more business is needed locally, EweGrow provides investment, education and
support through its nonprofit, and by way of its ECoV.
4. A basic priority of EweGrow is to rebuild community through the rebuilding of our food
supply in a true organic manner.
4.1.1. So the outcomes, the improvements in health and in particular children’s health
who are now so negatively impacted by additives like aspertame, chemicals and
GMO effects of processed foods, red dye, gluten, sugars, etc, will improve, and
these evidences of improved health and attitude will surge greater interest in
EweGrow.
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4.1.2. The localized networking will bring new growers together at events, solstices for
example, with mini vending fairs with picnics, speakers inviting local persons to
share their examples of success. EweGrow will bring unification of Americans by
not ever needing to associate our work with any party or political ideology. It will
be understood that everyone benefits from true organic food, bar none. This will
begin the profound healing needed in America.
5. All of EweGrow’s subsequent efforts to rebuilding America stays within the needs of
Americans that cannot be separated by divisive political ideology.
5.1. EweGrow considers Americans as members of the American family of humanity.
Everyone, each man, woman and child is of humanity, the key is to create
circumstances where we all may behave with honor. Staying the course of this
perspective, EweGrow steers clear of differentiations as described by polarized
movements. It will eschew products, abstaining from services that promote polarized
ideologies.
5.2. The singular approach or ideology that EweGrow Will promote is the Service of Nature
for the good of all humanity and earth, and the existence of a Source Intelligence
greater than each one of us to which we each have continual access and empowerment
to express.
5.3. In other words, EweGrow only focuses on that which everyone needs, not the needs of
a particular section of society. EweGrow Social leaders (a better name than
influencers) are of all types of American cultures, and provide their leadership in native
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tongues. EweGrow Gatherings of Cultures will be planned to share foods, results and
wisdom.
5.3.1.

EweGrow will not celebrate or promote national holidays, for a number of good

reasons, their divisive capacity and the abuse of these holidays for mercenary
reasons. It will, however, begin traditions that bring community together.

5.3.2.

EweGrow has the opportunity to profoundly restore an experience of natural

time by utilizing the 13 Moon calendar system for its dating methodology. The 13
Moon calendar system inspires a holistic beneficial change, since the Gregorian
calendar artificially apportioned the calendar into 12 months, not 13 in accordance
to the moon cycles.

6. The EweGrow website has the integrated element of inviting and allowing participation in
the site as a member of a private club. This club will be named the Shepherds of Freedom
Club. Likely it will be shortened to the Shepherds Club.
6.1. This club is integral to our capacity to rebuild America in the current Corporate
environment of political/corporate malfeasance and collusion. We host a cadre of
professional lawyers and attorneys who will provide the legal shield for our right to
rebuild America according to deeply set constitutional rights.
6.2. Private membership clubs or private trade groups are legal arenas beyond the reach of
bureaucratic hindrance. However, the egregious behavior of current elements of
government/corporate partnerships will try to divide the participants of private
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membership groups by targeting the producer as evidenced by the recent attack on an
Amish farmer for providing humanely raised and slaughtered meat to his membership
group. The EweGrow Foundations legal team will protect the Clubs members from both
sides, producer and purchaser, as a single unified party.
6.3. While the egregious behavior of current elements of government/corporate
partnerships continues, this EweGrow Foundation legal task force will announce legal
methods to have these entities stand down wherever they hinder EweGrow’s work for
the good of all, or our work to rebuild America and our right to do so, as the source of
power from which all governmental entities derive their existence.

Symbols, Sounds and Terms
1. EweGrow intentionally invokes, each time it is spoken, an idea of reflection on God
Source Awareness growing, based on biblical symbology of the lamb of God. Lambs are
universally considered benign and free animals. They are never kept inside, cornered in
their own muck, their kids are not separated from the mothers forlornly. As a symbol for
our work, they provide all the ideas of peace, green pasture, warmth, motherhood and
fellowship.
1.1. The actual phonetics of EweGrow also work for us. The long /oo/ sound brings the
speaker intrinsically back to the roots of personal experience, this being one of the very
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first sounds infants will utter. Recognize the popularity of this phoneme in companies
like Google, and Uber and Youtube.
2. Our use of the word Enterprise in conjunction with the term Constellation naturally evokes
the excitement of a science fiction classic, Star Trek. When spoken, or observed, these
terms bring the user to an immediate sense of exploration and wonder, expansion and
journey.
3. Shepherds of Freedom resonates with the home name of the constellation of enterprises. It
will immediately be shortened in use to Shepherds, yet the full name is important to give
the backbone of the club’s purpose.
3.1. A Shepherd is a distinctly different sort of symbol, perfect to evoke the idea of
protective stewardship, and the resourcefulness of the shepherd’s crook, its use as a
staff, as a rescue tool and as a weapon. The Shepherd symbol allows for a protective
strength, rather than a dominant aggressive ideation (Freedom fighter, Food warrior
etc.) as fills America today.
4. The word Foundation is chosen, to evoke the image of connected to the earth, and a strong
footing. It’s a word in ample use, so it will be readily accepted.
5. The terms Man, Woman and Child will be deliberately favored over other common terms,
such as citizen, person, voter. In fact, words like consumer and taxpayer will be specifically
left out of EweGrow vocabulary. The use of Men Women and Children, singularly or
collectively allows for and invites the true sovereignty of our unique power of authority to
be spoken.
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6. While the term Avatar is not yet integrated in the planning of the company, it is expected to
be.
7. EweGrow will differentiate between profiteering and prosperity. Thus, it is a Prosperity
constellation.
8. The EweGrow Constellation will intentionally avoid common terms now in use. EweGrow
will simply refer to people as People, Individuals, Men, Man, Women, Woman, Youth, Child,
Adult, Young Adult, Adolescent, Toddler, Infant, Elder.
8.1. EweGrow is a space where people’s bedroom decisions are none of our business and
none of our talk. EweGrow does not weigh in on decisions that belong between the
individual and God. Nor shall EweGrow cater to the myriad of expectations to
participate in those private decisions by publicly participating in any lexicon or verbiage
that publicly services private decisions between an individual and Source.
8.2. EweGrow is for freedom of all kinds, wherever the unique path leads the individual.
EweGrow simply states as Americans, whatever a Man or Woman wants to do, they
have complete freedom to do so, given they are peaceful in their practice, purpose
and outcomes. However, freedom to behave in a peaceful manner however
creatively one wishes to does not include forcing or coercing, pressuring or guilting
others to comply. Please see the Chapter entitled: Justice and Conflict Resolution
for EweGrow
8.3. Thus, the participants of EweGrow may present themselves as they see themselves,
as a Man or a Woman, he or she. Other terms that reflect on behavior or choices
made with God for private experiences are left outside of the space of EweGrow.
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8.4. This decision is to reign in the chaos of confusion, to create boundaries that return
what is private and mysterious to the space where it belongs. America suffers from
confusion and chaos, intentionally created by the very same entities that give rise to
our motivation.
8.5. By restoring these basic boundaries, delineating what is to be private and what is to be
public, the people of EweGrow will be able to focus on what truly matters,
advancement of nonpolluting energy technology, organic food, natural health,
prosperity, and freedom.
8.6. EweGrow will allow information to stand on its own merits, the ideas and terms;
misinformation, disinformation and conspiracy theorist are invalid. Our freedom to
speak and discuss anything is essential to our Sovereignty. Should speech use within
EweGrow rise to the level of high concern, it may be the object of an accusation
brought into the Determining Circles. Specifically, ad hominems and personal insults
are considered immature and disgraceful, anyone using them shall be so informed and
if needed brought to a determining circle. Civility is essential to our rebuilding of
America. Please see the Chapter entitled: Justice and Conflict Resolution for EweGrow
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The EweGrow Enterprise Constellation
Components
EweGrow
The EweGrow Foundation
The Shepherds of Freedom
The Federation of Regional EweGrow Employee-Owned Trust Companies.
In Safe Harbor

1) EweGrow is the seed parent organization. It hosts the trademarks, logos, patents,
copywrites and manages the national website as an agency of networking. It
will be in receipt of royalties and commissions for its earnings.
a) It is to be initially formed as an LLC, with most of its needs fulfilled by independent
contractors. It will partner with local existing businesses with commission plans.
2) The EweGrow Foundation is the Non-Profit, and it will be designed to host the legal work,
educative services, land acquisition for organic farming, and aid to upgrade life where
need exists.
a) It will be in charge of expanding the use of heirloom seed, of distributing and
educating about DYI systems of true organic gardening and farming, expanding the
use of compost (Both vegetative and human) for heat and water health.
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b) It will invest in methods to open source promote non captured energy sources. In
otherwords to effect speedy rapid transition from energy profiteering to nonprofit
open- sourced energy solution.
c) These solutions are currently suppressed, buried and the inventors harmed or killed.
The EweGrow Foundation will use its legal team to fight for American’s right to
suppressed technology, and for our right to the freedom from pollution and from
tethers to corporate energy profiteering at the expense of life on the planet.
d) To this end the EweGrow foundation may create documents declaring our right, and
our remedy. It may create any numbers of movements and actions devoted to the
right to Life on this planet.
e) EweGrow is acutely aware of demand to halt all types of practices that insult nature
and currently send our entire planet towards suicide. The Foundation will partner with
all organizations that are aligned.

f) EweGrow Foundation, and indeed the entire EweGrow Enterprise Constellation
recognizes the rapid transition to our decentralized true organic food supply is the
singular best method of also taking care of the environment and health of Americans.

g) The Foundation will invest in local trucks and equipment to aid the
processing of produce grown and to distribute the excess to areas of need.
i) It shall invest in mobile industrial kitchens that can arrive at a central
location for the local gardeners and farmers to process their produce,
and learn how to prepare and store food.
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ii) It shall invest in delivery trucks, along the line of ice cream trucks of old,
and distribute produce. The practice of setting up and offering samples
of foods prepared from fresh produce, as well as the recipes and videos
and demonstration to enable Americans in that way shall be undertaken
by the EweGrow Foundation.
iii) All income from the sales of these excess products shall be used to
expand the true organic and decentralized food infrastructure and all
that this entails, inclusive of repairing the soils with earthworm
composting, composting, biodynamics and perma-cultural practices.
iv) The excess products are gifted to individuals, institutions, schools and
agencies that use them. Produce that has been processed during
education for the processing is a good source for donations.
v) The EweGrow Foundation will seek out local farmers willing to offer the
gleanings of their crops, and connect persons, providing transportation
and related needed equipment (baskets, claws etc) to collect the
gleanings.
vi) The Foundation will establish an schooling body of guides and students
who will learn by doing and offer farms help where needed. The
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students may travel throughout the American realm to offer assistance
and learn proper practices.
vii) Once students are proficient and capable, they will be empowered to
get on the land under their own stewardship, and will be served by
EweGrow, The EweGrow Foundation, and The Shepherds of Freedom to
stabilize their prosperity and products.
viii)

The EweGrow Foundation, once the food infrastructure is laid and

growing shall turn to the housing infrastructure (and in some cases
alongside),and educate a host of tradesperson in methods of natural
building, creating products for natural building, and implementing
means of pollution-adverse energy.
ix) Existing systems and products such as Greenhouses in the Snow, The
Green Dragon, Geothermal heating, small hydropower and
EzGrowGardens, Hempstone and hempcrete building, Earthships and
here, and here, Earth bag and adobe building, Stone buildings,
Construction Kit and mason wood, or Russian fireplaces will be the
target of skill enhancements for builder and designer students.
x) The EweGrow Foundation will host the majority of the expansion work,
and invite tax free donations. It too can use a funding mechanism akin
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to the CSA. Money is put up for produce not yet grown to enable the
farmers to grow, and then the investors receive their products. With our
networking capacity we will be able to pool the investments and make a
parity certificate where the farmers and growers may pay back in
product rather than dollars, and the investors may choose from more
than one CSA.
xi) EweGrow will invest additionally in humane practices for animal
husbandry and couple with the Shepherds of Freedom lawyers to
protect the practice of humane on farm slaughter as a matter of the
right to privately contract.
xii) The Foundation will fund educative explorations within aligned existing
organizations, and reach out to experts such as the Amish for their
willingness to share wisdom.
3) The Shepherds of Freedom is a private membership club. It is private but not
secret, private in the sense that Americans can conduct their affairs as they
wish within the club it is unaffected by the regulations or rules of the
government or bureaucracy. Our need to repair the damage done to America
by the corporate government, its partnerships with elite corporations and
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private banking and the press is best started in the legal form of a private
membership club.
a) The general concern by the old status quo is to keep these clubs small, only
the Shepherds of Freedom intends to grow large.
b) The courts will know it is a private membership by the degree to which the
members control and run it, in this regard the Shepherds will pass that bar.
Please see self-governance chapter.
c) Our freedom of association is expressed in EweGrow and focused in its
Shepherds of Freedom, providing prevention of further harm to our society
and ending our progressing towards planetary suicide. EweGrow brings
together the methods and the synthesis of effort by the people to do so
within its Shepherds of Freedom club.
d) The hinderers to peace and prosperity, clean environment and indeed,
technology that provides freedom from utility bills and pollution, will
undoubtedly at some point want to shut EweGrow out of its potential.
e) They may take EweGrow to court for presenting a Club with too many
members, making it instead a public accommodation.
f) One of the standards of a private membership club, which originally was
used to serve the desires of white male wealth, seeking to be exclusive, is
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its selection of members. This must happen in a specific way that shows
the club is not open to anyone. The Shepherds Of Freedom club therefore,
is limited to Americans who are disgusted, outraged and done with
supporting a political/corporate conspiracy to prevent peace, health,
prosperity and planetary harmony.
g) There will be an agreement for the Shepherds to sign, accepting that the
Shepherds will be using a method of self-governance that proves the
method that one day replaces the current 2 party method of ‘a democratic
republic’.
h) The Agreement will name our intention, our power as the Avatar people to
invent our means of self-organization, our means of economic exchange,
our means of law and order, protecting our future and our lives from the
continued extinction path.
i) Those who do belong to the Shepherds of Freedom club are banding
together without concern for party ideology, or for any divisive issue
coughed up by the cabal. For example, the Shepherds will neither condone
nor oppose, nor even weigh in on ‘right to abortion’, recognizing the work
we do is to alter the conditions that lead to the idea that pregnancy is
undesirable. EweGrow leaves this problem to the private space of the
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woman’s relationship to God and her doctor. What the Shepherds work is,
is to move forward to an economic reality where children are desired and
welcome, and mothers and fathers supported and excited to have them.
j) What the Shepherds of Freedom club is doing within the EweGrow
Constellation is allowing the societal evolution to take place, as it rapidly
must, to spare our planetary extinction, in a thoroughly peaceful and
nonviolent way.
k) The Shepherds, once membership numbers reach 10k and more will be
large enough to decide to issue FUNs. These are our symbols of exchange,
our Means of Exchange ( MoE), brought into direct circulation by common
decree and utilized without the burden of debt/credit devices, or taxation.
l) Should a legal challenge seek to dismantle our club for its size, we will
continue anyway, since it is online, and we can subdivide the club to
regional smaller units and still work as a whole.
m) The club will not own property, all property will be held in either the
EweGrow nonprofit Foundation or in regional Employee-Owned Trusts. Its
purpose is to govern the EweGrow Enterprise Constellation, and to grow
our methods of economic growth.
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n) Most clubs are delineated for the Courts recognition by the membership
fees, historically, as this form was established by white male wealth, fees
are set quite high. The Fees to be a member of the Shepherds of Freedom
club can be made reasonable and very low. There can be tiers of
membership.
o) Investors in the EweGrow Enterprise, should be in alignment with the work
of the Shepherds club. Members of the club have priority trading rights
and agreements.
p) To become a member one must have a referral, and a responsible party,
who will stake their privileges upon the successful inclusion of the new
member.
q) The Shepherds of Freedom club is the private contracting space where both
parties to a transaction stand up for one another’s right to transact
according to the terms agreed upon. When this freedom of commerce and
association is challenged by the destroying entities, the Lawyers retained by
the EweGrow Foundation will represent their right and fight for them.
r) This is how we begin to alter our food system for humane methods, and for
true organic methods. The Lawyers will protect our right to nourishing
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food, our right of conscience to prevent animal suffering. Our right to
privately agree to trade in accordance to our principles.
s) When we band together as the Shepherds of Freedom, we are preventing
the usual attack on our private right to conduct trade, which usually comes
by directing “illegal” legal action at the producing party, who then does not
want to “throw their customers under the bus” so to speak, and by divide
and conquer the minor application of private trade clubs is extinguished.
Ours, because it exists within a constellation, shall grow stronger.
t) Our Shepherds of Freedom will create the protection needed from within
its ranks, security for the peace of our process. Please refer to the section
on FUNs and ECoV’s for our financial means.
u) Our EweGrow Foundation will host and educate the lawful minded to take
on the hellish practices of war, poison, and extraction within the corrupt
methods of justice that exist. It will challenge the forces that destroy our
future, and stand up for our right to take a different way, as described in
the Shepherds of Freedom.
v) As described by Dr Stephen Greer, secret and wealthy entities on the planet
have been aware of energy technology that would free the world of
pollution entirely. Time and time again the inventors of numbers of
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systems are assassinated, killed, their systems buried with them. Time and
time again the inventor acts in the selfish manner of insisting on personal
enrichment, thereby falling into the hands of great money, who then
render the invention mute. The inventors use secret twists to the actual
invention on any patent, and have, to a man, been taken out and their
technology that could have spared the Earth’s demise taken out.
w) The Shepherds, EweGrow, The Foundation and the Regional EOT’s will not
speculate any further why these suicidally greedy power mongers act this
way, rather we will act in unison to protect our future planet.
x) There exists today the capacity for everyone to have abundant and free
energy, furthermore, this capacity must be employed to spare our planet
from suicide. The Shepherds of Freedom and the EweGrow Foundation,
and indeed the entire EweGrow Enterprise Constellation will be united in a
mission to open-source technology for Earth’s redemption.
y) As per the leadership of Dr Stephen Greer, EweGrow in all its organizational
components will reach out to new inventors, and prioritize the building of a
lab(s) with protection, where the entire building phase of inventions are
live streamed and open sourced. The Shepherds will recognize the
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inventors as Living Treasures, worthy of FUNs, and the inventions as
Worthy Treasures, to be named in honor of the inventor.
z) The Shepherds of Freedom will actively invite the participation of leading
workers in the space of freedom and planetary redemption and peace, and
seek to conjoin participation towards our mutual intention of planetary
harmonic health.
i) The Shepherds of Freedom align with numbers of currently growing
private clubs offering medical choice, and expertise outside of the
entities, both governmental, corporate, and media that promote the
medical business of instigating sickness for profit.
ii) The Shepherds of Freedom can accomplish wondrous outcomes with
the FUNs they can issue once their numbers grow to the right size. The
Shepherds must have enough numbers to allow for wide array of
products and services, for the issuance of FUNs to be useful. The
issuance could begin with smaller numbers, however the
learning/application curve to implement them must be worth the effort.
iii) The lawyers of EweGrow Foundation will be encouraged to align with
and partner with lawyers and attorneys everywhere who are standing
up for good, such as the lawyers of ICAN, or The Children’s Health
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Defense. These entities will be accepted within the Shepherds of
Freedom Club and the EweGrow Foundation as partners and coparticipants.
iv) The membership agreement for the Shepherds of Freedom will include
the following pledge:

“I pledge to work for the peace and security of mankind
and Nature. I will see all Shepherds as unique equal
Avatars. I will keep absent from my thoughts and words
distinction by political ideology or religion. I agree to
accept the Determinator Circle method of addressing
conflict of every kind that may arise. I agree to end my
tacit support of any corporate or governmental entity that
is involved in the destruction of environment and peace.
In fact, I join as a Shepherd to find power in numbers, to
do so. I will refute any inner temptation that resembles
greed, refuting bribes, or personal profiteering and
replace my programmed selfishness with a commitment
to universal wellbeing, and commitment to personal
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prosperity of functional wealth, health and joyous spirit
for myself and all others. This includes the personal
temptation for public adulation, fame and power. While I
understand that natural leaders and Living Treasures
will arise, I align my understanding of personal power
away from any idea of using money as power to control
others, removing my own control by others through
money, or attempting to control anyone using money. I
recognize that within the Shepherds we are evolving our
Democratic Representative Republic, to continue absent
the corruption that has endangered and destroyed the
planet, putting it at eminent risk of death. I will pledge
to invite only those who I can count on to behave with
maturity, and I will be accountable for those whom I
invite into the Shepherds of Freedom club. I agree to
never ever use insults, or personal attacks on any
Shepherd, and to maintain civility at all costs, learning
and using nonviolent communication, and using the
Determinator Circles for any accusation I may have or
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that may be brought against me. I agree to participate in
our self-governance, to be humane towards all forms of
life, and to work in unison with all Shepherds to promote
conditions for the resumption of Nature’s health, and so
our own. I reject any ideology that states by its practice or
words, that some of the people must be in service to
others for the others to experience prosperity. Instead,
my participation in the Shepherds of Freedom is
specifically to enjoin with all peoples to experience and
protect the gifts of Nature for peace, wisdom and
humanity. This pledge I make in full alignment with my
heart, mind and spirit.”

4.

EweGrow Regional Employee Owned Trusts (EoT’s). As specific

regions get organized to create local infrastructure for food growth, an Employee
Owned Trust will be created to host their local EweGrow organization. The
reason the organization is in a Trust Company is to form the enterprise in a stable
manner for expansion.
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a. There shall be investors that want to invest in their regional
employee owned trust, the employees then work with their company
to repay the investors, eventually owning it themselves.
b. The Regional Employee Owned Trust will host local EweGrow
businesses that specify according to the region, as EweGrow Chicago,
or EweGrow Atlanta, etc. While EweGrow will seek partnerships with
local businesses, increasing their sales and creating a demand for
their products, it is the Regional EweGrow EOT, that will harvest that
commission, and run the agency for local work. Some regions may
need more greenhouses, and others may need more farms, gardens,
healing centers and schools. Employee Owned is employee directed.
c. These regional Employee Owned Trusts will collaborate with other
employee owned trusts, and be represented in the EweGrow
website, with a subpages devoted to their own region. The Regional
Employee Owned Trusts are run by members of the Shepherds of
Freedom, and use the self-governance method for their region, and
for the whole national club.
d. Chicago, for example will have a number of needs, including
increasing the organic food supply, it will have security needs that
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the police are standing down from. The Chicago Regional EweGrow,
may decide collectively to institute a security branch, and create a
network of residents dependent upon it for a fee.
e. Because the ECoV investment becomes exchangeable, the Chicago
Regional EweGrow can use their local investment and return of
organic foods as a MoE. Involving local parents in their childrens
needs, and creating social events to channel the energy of people
yearning for purpose. The ECoV offers purpose.
f. Many inner city persons are terribly enraged, without feeling a
manner to usefully express their energy positively. The Chicago
Regional EweGrow will begin to invite and introduce Chicagoans to
the power of EweGrow and the power of the Shepherd of Freedom
club.
g. As mentioned before, the Shepherds Of Freedom as a private
membership club for trading and growth, will have local branches of
the club. Not everyone in the club will be an employee of a Regional
EweGrow Employee Owned Trust. The National Shepherds club will
propose ventures and projects on a national scale, and find leaders
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for those ventures and projects. The local regional Employee Owned
Trusts will do the same for local ventures and projects.
h. Until Employee Owned Trusts are instituted, the local work of
EweGrow must take place as an agency through the central website.
As soon as the EweGrow Foundation invests in a region, its work will
be to secure for local prosperity the Employee Owned Trust(s)
needed. A singular Employee Owned Trust will have an outside limit
of 150 employees before splitting into two trusts.
i. The EOT’s will have a royalty, commission and use schedule to tie
into the EweGrow national network and to benefit from Foundation,
the Shepherds, and In Safe Harbor, the venture capital firm
specifically to maintain investment capital for EweGrow’s work.
j. Certain EoT’s may become specialized in certain areas of commerce,
products or services. This is beneficial to the whole.
k. AS a web of EoT’s builds the students of the Foundation will have
options to work/learn/earn in a variety of places in the USA.
l. Again, EweGrow will specifically maintain a social networking ability
within its website, and encourage the inventors of free energy to
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open source their work, and receive recognition and reward for
doing so.
m. Through its Regional EoT’s and its national website, EweGrow will
offer a citizen journalism space for news specifically of progress of
Americans Rebuilding America. Social Events, eat-in teach ins and
product expos are the word of mouth invitation to community to get
involved.

Legal Approach and Elements
5.

The EweGrow Enterprise Constellation is focused on funneling economic

viability and power to the people of America, and to address the abuse of power
of corporatism. As discussed, the Shepherds of Freedom private club is a key
component to the transition of authority to the people. EweGrow may have to be
flexible in its delivery of this club, since there is not much law established for
online clubs. What I could find was that most clubs have small numbers of
members, however numbers of clubs have numbers of chapters, I believe the
Lions clubs and the Kiwanis clubs are examples.
The Most important reason for the Shepherds Club is to protect both sides of a
trade between willing parties, and to allow for the practices that create a healthy
food network. However you slice it, the mega farming practices are harmful to
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the planet, mono cropping, pesticides, chemical fertilizers, GMO’s drifting from
field to field, neonicotinoids on 79% of the crops. The fact is, that concentrated
biodynamic farming produces food with nutritional value, safe from alteration
and redeems the soil.
It likely does not need to be emphasized that de centralization of our food supply,
such that local food is available in an organic form, and meats and produce are
not being shipped over to China for processing then shipped back to America for
sale, and the reduction of white flour and white sugar in the American fare,
reduction of chemicals of all kind is the right direction for health of Nature
environment and our bodies.
Increasingly, the governmental and corporate partnership that has encouraged
the destruction of the environment and of health is exercising its control. Some
examples come to mind, Although it’s the right thing to do, there are
neighborhoods who do not have the ‘right’ to dry laundry on their lines, or the
‘right’ to plant a garden. Now the USDA wants everyone to register their gardens,
which leads only in one direction, a systematic plan to control what people are
allowed to plan and with what processes. One wishes that we can trust the
government, however, the fact that we are at a place of planetary extinction and
the government is fomenting world war three, pushing and demanding
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experimental medicines be injected into children and workers that have no
beneficial and without proper safety analysis, and are holding political prisoners
and fomenting violence in the streets, should be sign enough that they do not
have wellbeing of the people at the core of their process.
What EweGrow offers is a place for people to find the strength in numbers. The
legal protection of a team of lawyers while the people enter into a new and
private trade arena and use a new and updated method of self governance,
including the issuance of MoE’s. Should the people ‘rise up’ and attempt to
‘overtake the system’ its clear we will end up right back in a dictatorship.
Additionally, should a ‘Good’ leader get into place, or even multiple good leaders,
the reality is that Americans need to rediscover their authority in self governance.
Good Leaders are easy targets for take down or hindrance in a myriad of ways.
Good leaders are subjected to the coloring by a press, which keeps them invisible
to the Americans who have an enormous amount of rage and anger, from the
reality that they do feel so powerless and the wrong things keep happening
around them. EweGrow, and its entire constellation provides for important
stability of transition away from the destructiveness of current systems.
First of all, EweGrow makes it fun for us to become healthier, we become more
prosperous, and as our numbers grow we become more united to dissolve and
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remove the destroying parties from our realm. EweGrow gives us a an
organizational structure to lean on, and to keep the peace, while learning a new
way to conduct our self governance.
Central to our founding fathers principles, the Congress (representative of the
people) were to retain control of the money supply. Issuing it in proper
proportion to our needs. Today, the money supply is changing, and people are
familiar with currencies, crypto, digital and otherwise. The only step we are not
yet practiced in is the role of issuance.
This is a bit of dance, since of course there are constitutional challenges to the
issuance of currency. However, work arounds are all around us. Coupons, credits,
trade swaps and yes, now cryptos. EweGrow is headed the opposite direction of
the destructive old corporate governmental system. EweGrow places FAITH in the
full freedom of Americans, and our ability and willingness to take care of one
another given the structure to do so.
Legally, lawfully, we have every right to do so, since all power resides in the
people, and not only do we have the right to reform our self-governance, we have
the duty to do so when our systems are killing and destroying society and the
planet.
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Trading clubs and business exchange clubs exist for large corporations, and the
people can have that benefit. There is great safety to be had in decentralized
product creation. What EweGrow will offer is small batch marketing. Combined
with a ECov, EweGrow Certificate of Value MoE, Means of exchange, the amount
of MoE circulated will grow to match the needs of Americans. Ending the artificial
scarcity managed by the current controllers of the economy, the big private
bankers, inclusive of the Federal Reserve.
Most importantly, perhaps, is our transition from destructive energy sources to
the clean ones. These technologies have been ruthlessly and idiotically
suppressed for the gleaning of value by the big oil, big energy industry. Not only
is solar and wind never going to be able to provide, it is not a clean answer to
move into electric vehicles at all, in fact, our very own government has access to
technology that would allow us to run our entire economy without ANY form of
pollution whatsoever, no lithium mining, no air or water pollution.
We are at a point in our existence that we have to do two things or face
planetary extinction inside of 2 decades, we have to use free clean energy and we
have to live in peace together. EweGrow is providing the structure to peace.
A singular leader cannot successfully introduce a method of just money
supply, because a singular leader is so easy to remove, to assassinate, and end the
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entire progress. Thus, creating a EweGrow Enterprise Constellation wherein the
governance structure permits the people to be introduced and practice the
issuance of their own MoE, backed by the value of their products and services,
serves the demand of turning our back on destruction and heading towards life.
It’s a deep historical cesspool to examine the historical path of debt
enslavement and control of the economy by the central private banks of the
people, and the evolution of money as authority over others, essentially, it
depended on the control of information, the censorship of information, as well as
the public damning of aware voices.
The first component to our freedom is the mature desire of our people for
the happiness and freedom of each other, and the understanding that one’s own
freedom and happiness grows by measure of the same in others. We have a
disturbed, wounded and confused population, especially amongst the younger
who have been both indoctrinated with nonsense, and trained to be compliant.
Our stability and quality of interaction will draw these spirits, now adrift in the
fouls waters of a stormy aftermath of corrupt intentions. Staying steady on with
our boundaries of focus on cleansed organic food, cleansed water, cleansed air,
the open sourcing of energy devices that will remove pollution and dependence
on utilities, beautifying our lives and society, encouraging individual passion and
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quality, healing for healing sake, rather than for profits sake (possible with the
proper and just MoE supply), backing up each other when calamity arrives with
the same MoE supply, and giving each other work that serves humanity, so that
we are not dependent on income from the very corporate world that destroys our
planet and our future.
EweGrow is designed to grow rapidly and be able to host the peoples
yearning for peaceful positive methods of change, think of it as inflatable. Think of
in the manner that some domes are created, first an inflatable dome is filled, and
then the exterior product, usually a cement derivative is sprayed on, and then the
inflatable part is removed. The outside is waterproofed, the windows, doors and
wiring it put in, only soon enough, once we open source the next inventors of free
source energy, and provide them with the recognition and reward for doing so,
wires will not be needed, anywhere. Please avail yourself of the work of Dr
Stephen Greer specifically his current film, and work: The Lost Century for any
proof you may need of this reality.
Additionally, on the medical front, sadly, as well, cures in plain sight have
been likewise suppressed and removes from practice. The Hoxsey Therapy, when
natural cures for Cancer become illegal, is a good start for a view into the world of
allopathic profit based products. We have much healing to do.
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EweGrow is a gathering place, a place where people with all kinds of
knowledge and intuitions may help uplift one another. A place where dividing is
not permitted, dividing usually begins with ad hominems, insults. Dividing
happens for one purpose only, to destabilize the whole so that some may control
others. EweGrow will invite all kinds of communities who have within themselves
proven their ability to be peaceful in their affairs. While absent a singular
religious doctrine, EweGrow is reflective of high spiritual principles, and the
Determinator Circles deliver what is termed the Law of Love. Love, agape love,
such as the kind that Dr Martin Luther King, Gandhi, John Lennon, instruct, is the
strongest foundation for peace when implemented as described in EweGrow’s
Determinator Circles. What is the most loving thing to do for the good of all? This
singular question can guide every inch of our way. It is law on the highest plane.
Right Now, we do need attorneys in the old legal system, to have our back
and to fight through the thicket to the future, its our job as all others to face each
other and roll up our sleeves, and leave our ideological differences on the
curbside, working together towards life itself, and ending destruction. We will be
helping to guide the next generation in the examples we set of justice within
application of the law of Love. EweGrow will channel the empowerment across
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our people, as we all know that we must love our way forward, fighting our way
forward is certain suicide.
EweGrow’s team work to use the skills sets needed for the Life of the
planet, means that we are open to providing host agency for protective services,
not only of lawyers, also of firefighters, peace officers and security. EweGrow will
attract people who respect fairness, and who thrive amongst their unique
perspectives, and who enjoy learning of each other’s information.
The Employee owned trusts is the best form to grow rapidly, rather than a
coop or llc form, since the structure must withstand the rapid growth in a manner
that allows for thousands and even millions of people to come into EweGrow.
The Trust form is a stronger structure, where it repels any misdirected efforts to
derail or alter the direction of the whole towards synthesis of efforts of freer
people. We must remember that we are for prosperity, rather than profit. We
are Avatars, rather than consumers, taxpayers, etc..
The Shepherds of Freedom will be the leaders showing the way to work
together for the Life of the planet and to care for one another. Not matter how
the current system depicts EweGrow, our right to life depends on our work to
create a true organic food supply for all of America and to generate open sourced
“free”energy devices, to manufacture and distribute them, to heal one another
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from the abomination of profit from sickness, and to encourage our children in
the ways of peace, harmony, prosperity, creativity, and unity.
The higher law directs us, and we will stand up for our right. This is why the
majority of our EweGrow work will be in the EweGrow Foundation Nonprofit. As
everyone should know, a non-profit does not mean that employees are not well
compensated. It merely means that prosperity can its aim by design, and profits
are directed to the increase of that work.
The Shepherds of Freedom club, a legal private arena, allows for the lawful
work of deciding the terms of our own MoE, and our own conditions of product
and service exchange. It allows for our self-governance, more on that in a
different chapter.
The EweGrow initial company, an LLC, is established like a star above a tree,
to focus the image, symbolic themes and provide a network agency and sightline
for the rest. It can also become a trust company, however, one the federation of
regions are established and the website is well running, the EweGrow Llc can be
dissolved and the holdings, the royalties from the use of the trademark etc can be
placed in trust and managed by a selected subset of the national federation.
Wealth will be experienced in an entirely new fashion. The mere presence
of digits in ones accounts and personal power over others by and through this will
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end. Wealth will be experienced as a synthesis of health, purpose,
encouragement and prosperity. It may be that we, here in America, by virtue of
our Founding Fathers, and the rights they authored as the foundation of our law,
will give us the opening we need at this time in history.

6- Funding Strategies; MoE’s, ECoVs, and
FUNs
Stage 1: EweGrow will launch a GiveSend Go for raising initial 10-100k funds for the
following:
(1) File EweGrow for NonProfit status, cost and outsource work
Budget: 1000

(2) To file for the trademarks in the categories of networks, and agency (the
trademark has been filed for gardening services).
5,000
(3) To hire IT to create and host the website,
49,000
(4) Hire EweGrow site design, logo design and product design
15,000

CONT.
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(5) Retain Legal representation,
review Shepherds club plan,
draw up contracts for EoT
Investors and member owners
To review company structure
Taxation issues, and MoE issues.
Budget cont.

30,000
100K

As soon as the non-profit EweGrow Foundation is created and the bank account
readied, the Treasurer ( Thomas Simon) and legal ends secure the quid pro quo,
EweGrow offers ECoV.
EweGrow Certificates of Value
The holder donates and holds certificates redeemable for organic products and
produce generated at the close of the growing season.
The established organic farms and farmers will have the capitol to plant and expand, and,
instead of paying the loan back with money, deliver products and produce at cost to investing
members, and next to the public where demand for organic is growing exponentially. The
global market share for organic is currently growing at an 12% rate, EweGrow believes that will
exponentially increase as public awareness grows of causation of environmental and health
disasters by farming sectors grow. See below:
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www.researchdive.com/346/organic-food-market
According to new report published by Research Dive, Organic Food Market Share to
garner a revenue of $484.0 billion in the 2022–2030 timeframe, growing from
$168.5 billion in 2021

Organic Food Market Size to Hit Around USD 497.3 Billion by 2030
According to Precedence Research, the global organic food market size is
projected to hit around USD 497.3 billion by 2030 and poised to grow at a
CAGR of 12.06% over the forecast period 2022 to 2030.

From the USDA

Have you noticed, while in your local grocery store, that you have been seeing more
organic products? This growing segment of agriculture is more prevalent now than it
was just a decade ago and we have the data to show it.
First, it is important to note that organic is not just a label. Producers must adhere to
strictly regulated processes and be vetted by USDA-accredited certifiers in order to
receive the organic designation.
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The USDA certified organic label gives farmers a strong marketing tool and offers
consumers assurances that these products meet standards.
According to the recently released results of the 2019 Organic Survey, a 2017 Census of
Agriculture special study, we can see a 17% increase in the number of certified farms
in the U.S. between 2016 and 2019. In 2008, there were around 11,000 certified farms.
Fast forward to 2019 and there are more than 16,500. If you look at sales, there was a
31% increase from 2016 to 2019. Total sales of organics in 2019 reached an all-time
high of $9.9 billion.
Since the first NASS organic survey in 2008, the number of organic farms, the acres
used for organic production, and the value of organic products sold have increased,
with value of sales more than tripling between 2008 and 2019.
As a direct effect of this growth, the availability of certified organic commodities has
increased. Organic farms reported $2 billion in direct sales to retail markets,
institutions, and food hubs. Organic farms sold an additional $300 million directly to
consumers.
Another highlight (PDF, 549 KB) from the recent release shows California continuing its
lead in organic production, with $3.6 billion in sales, or 36% of the U.S. total. That may
not be surprising, but what if I told you it would take sales from the next eight states
combined to beat California’s total? Or that organic milk and organically raised broiler
chickens are the top two U.S. commodities with more than $1 billion each in sales?
Fifty-eight percent of U.S. organic sales came from crops, with apples and lettuce
leading with $475 million and $400 million in sales, respectively. Other top organic
crops are grapes, strawberries, and corn for grain.
As you can see, organic is a thriving agricultural segment.
And
The researchers conducted a meta-analysis of 44 studies representing 55 crops grown
in 14 countries on five continents over 40 years, and found that organic farming was
actually 22-35% more profitable than conventional agriculture. Organic foods, the
study found, often include a price “premium,” or markup, of 29-32%.
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The Donator may donate beyond their needs and invest in specific organic
farmers as hired by in a regional EoT, which begins the local employee owned
trust’s work to create new farms, new products, new healing and new
manufacturing.

These are donation/investments by modest to wealthy people through tied to a
product return. We look to raise <50,000 for use per specific locale. the
NonProfit directs these funds to the following: Paying local farmers (creating
new micro organic farms with larger gardeners) to put in and expand their crops
and help.
What the EweGrow Foundation can do, and the In Safe Harbor star venture firm
of EweGrow’s Enterprise Constellation, is to ensure investors of the cleanliness
of their own food supply, and expand the organic food supply and initiate these
certificate of value which act a means of exchange (MoEs).
Walking through the path of the ECoV creating and circulation.
The investor/donator puts 50k and receives 5 k in certificates,- whether the
National Foundation handles the transactions or, when established, the local
EREoT (EweGrow Regional Employee Owned Trust) depends on the existence of
the latter.
By Example: 50 K is invested in 4 farms say, and the farms use it to plant say,
organic strawberries, and blueberries, raise organic chickens, grow organic
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lettuce, kale and green, and organic microgreens. The farmers produce with
that 50K, products, that are sold at a profit to the market. The investor can turn
in their certificates for organic products. EweGrow Foundation or EweGrow
Regional Trusts as they are established, provide a pooling of CSA type funding,
with the ability for investors to claim returns in product, and to hold investment
forward past the year cycle. There may need to be language preventing the
Certificate holder from gaming the investment to buy low and sell higher
elsewhere. A legal question. The certificate holder has a return on investment at
a TBD (15%?) percent of the growers net prosperity.
EweGrow will, through its website, create networking sales of products, the
pooling of CSA funding, becomes the products that otherwise people would not
afford, since the investment can be repaid at a cost value. IN other words, the
organic producer produces more than the investor can eat of one organic
commodity, and then collectively the farmers pay the investor back in food, at a
lessor cost than retail, and retain the retail income of the products.
First the Foundation, then in conjunction with the EREoT’s manifest the
processing support, delivery and marketing, training and purchase of land to
allow the organic farmers to focus on their gift.
The organic lands will be held in trust by the EREoT, and by organizational
structure remain private for the region.
The Foundation develops specific protocols to expand the heirloom seed supply,
promoting social leadership on a micro scale, to do so. The organic seeds that
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are grown from, for example a row of 10 peppermint plants in pots gone to seed
and tended by a social media mini star who carefully shares her seed saving
process and carries a group of others along with her, then packets the seeds for
sale on the EweGrow Market place. The mini social media star receives the
seeds, the pots and the soil and an independent contract that grows in value
with the number of followers who are, with her or him, growing too. The
EweGrow website then hosts the seeds grown by the mini social media leader
star and sells the packet with her/his name on it, and receives commission from
these sales on of sales from the other growers seeds. The entire process is live
streamed/ shared in segments on social media, and the numbers of seed savers
and growers increase.
EweGrow will sponsor competitions for best outcomes, for single seed
outcomes: such a competition for: A singular plant producing the greatest
number of viable seeds for its category. Or a singular plant being the hardiest. Or
the best quality.
Creating a trend status bar for the rebuilding of our seed supply.

Since the USDA will not work with these tiny producers, EweGrow will, and
establish a new designation, Trulove Organically Grown, this means the spiritual
value of love which translates into the higher frequency of the products is
designated.
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As the products are sold on EweGrow, the testimonials and the star ratings
create a further demand and valuation. Those with the highest rated products
and process will be supported to create more producers using the same process.
The Foundation will use donations to invest in the training of new producers and
their land needs. At all times the Land remains in a nonprofit hands, in a trust
and 99 year leases work for the creation of family farm compounds and
community farm compounds. Trailer parks with their numerous tie ins will be
purchased and rebuilt with natural buildings and furbished with greenhouses,
growing towers and the workspace for organic life compounds.

Healing:
Organic food supply and healing goes hand in hand with healing. Natural cures
for all our major ailments will be made known and available. Healers, be they
accredited or not will be protected by the Shepherds of Freedom private club to
practice their healing in accordance with their wisdom and assessed in
accordance to their outcomes as rated by patients ratings and testimonials.
Healers can receive their pay in organic food, from the ECoVs that the investor
bought, and the Healer can sell their ECoVs to pay for other products within the
EweGrow network.
Builders, mechanics, electricians and masons can as well, get paid in ECoV and be
hired with them.
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Understanding that prosperity is the function of the EweGrow Foundation, which
in turn alleviates social ills and cost to society, the non-profit status of these
professions are included. Facing the existing destruction of our society and
planet by existing governmental corporate partners, and standing up for our
right to life to rebuild sanity step by step with zero penalty and zero support for
the destructive ones.
EweGrow will partner with investors and investing members to furnish inventors
with live open sourcing, live streaming labs to develop the free energy solutions
and then to manufacture them with speed. Networking with people around the
world to implement them and free the world from utility domination,
toxification and suicide.
AS EweGrow contributes to economic stability, peace grows. AS the anger
violence of gangs is transformed into living prosperity, peace grows. AS the
people eat together and grow together, agape love grows.
This has a value. The EweGrow Certificate of Value is promoted for this
stabilizing agape love value. What is peace worth? Everything.

When the number of EweGrow’s Shepherds of Freedom expands to 10k, even
with the sum of members from the numbers of club branches then through our
proposal and voting system the initiation of FUNs will begin. Familiar Universal
Notes, that are independent of ECoV, in that they can be directly issued without
loans. These are untaxable and kept in the closed loop of the Shepherds of
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Freedom. They are issued and accepted by the Shepherds to rebuild America.
When the members vote, for example to direct issue 500k of FUNs, then the
recipients can use those FUNs to create products, and services for the Shepherds
Network.
Insofar as the network expands Americans have access to MoE that does not
suck the value of their work to the greedy, and serves the prosperity of all,
wherein some will become wealthier, but none will serve greed, or be able to
use money as power over others.
If, the supply of FUNs every were to outpace the services and products that are
being created for market with it, the Shepherds shall then vote to place a
commission fee on the transactions and retire some of the FUNs. Zero inflation,
and Zero Deflation, steady state economics.
AS the free energy devices are delivered globally, the landscape of horror
transforms to beauty, the people of the globe relax in peace. Their relationship
with nature improves and deepens.
AS the people of America and later, the world, experience the economy of
harmony with nature and peace with each other, the need for forms of symbolic
value to propel exchanges in the economy dwindles. People simply do what they
do best with the loving support of each other. Networking for components of
their desires and purposes. Who can say when this will occur.
One statement EweGrow can make equivocally, either this is the direction we
head or we dig our graves, don’t bother with making a will, there will be no one
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to enjoy it, or simply fall dead where we are within a decade. In keeping with
the manner we are currently killing all other life forms on this planet. WE, you
and I are doing the killing by our compliance with existing monetary economic
corporatist methods.

In other words, it’s
Everyone, head right away to a shining
future.
There is no other choice.
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